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A Somewhat Strange Story about a Young Boy and a Couple (Ark&Laura) with the

Intervention of Real Cassiopeans

Waldyr Alves Rodrigues Jr.

When I was 13 years old my father moved from São Paulo, the largest city in the southern

hemisphere to a very small city distant 437 km from São Paulo city. I loved to live there. In

the particular the house in front of the one I lived (almost at the end of the city at that

time) had a very beautiful orchard with many different and delicious fruits. When I and

colleagues returned each day from school circa five o’clock in the afternoon, we usually

jumped the fence of the orchard and ate a lot of the fruit.

It happened that one day, the owner became very furious with our invasions and fired at

me with a salt bullet which produced a very painful sore in my butt.

Now, it happened that I could not even report the matter to my father. He was a very

serious man and I thought at that time that he probably would punish me once he knew

that I was “stealing” fruits from his neighborhood’s orchard.

Instead, I decided to take revenge. The orchard’s owner (we can call him Candide), despite

being the guy who fired salt bullets into boys, was always presenting himself as a very

spiritual guy and clearly professed that he was a true believer in Kardec’s spiritualist

doctrine (a very popular one in South America).

It happened that I was a very smart boy and at my home, where there were more books

than at the city’s main library, I had learned a few months before the orchard’s incident how

to build a radio transmitter. At São Jose do Rio Prêto, the small city where I was living, there

existed at that time only one official radio station and my radio transmitter could

superimpose the official radio signal in a distance for more than 100 m from my home. It

was a very interesting experiment to discover an antenna device that sent signals in an

almost unidirectional way1, from my bedroom in the second floor of my home to the

balcony of Candide’s house, where he had a habit of sitting in a comfortable chair after five

o’clock. Sometimes he dialogued with my father who was sitting on the balcony of my house

in the other side of the street. From my bedroom’s window (in the second floor) I could see

the man and he could not see me.

Well, on a given day, I recall very well since it was April 1 1959, Candide’s radio device

stopped receiving the official radio signal and instead started receiving a signal from

1
Transmission with minimum diffraction was, of course, essential for my plans. I used almost the same idea

to project antennas to launch SEXWs waves (superluminal electromagnetic X waves) in the year 2001! And I
recall that to build the theory of unidirectional antennas was hard than constructing the one used on my
1959 experiment with Candide.
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“spiritual beings”. One of the first commandments of the higher beings was that if he called

someone to stay with him the transmission would immediately stop. Moreover, he could

only stay sitting in a precise place (at precise time) from where the transmission was coming

directly from Cassiopaea, arriving in a quite perfected way. At that time I knew almost all

information of what was going at the credulous man’s house, because one of his nephews2

who did not like him very much, but yet frequented his house, was my spy! By the way, my

little spy even left me use a very good microphone of his father’s churchsomething that

was very important for the quality of the Cassiopeans transmissions.

For months I disclosed sensational information to Candide on Relativity, Quantum

Mechanics and about the existence of superluminal signals3, a phenomenon used by the

transcendental beings for their radio transmission from Cassiopaea; and obviously, due his

true nature, he started telling the story of the spiritual beings to all people in the city. In

order to give some credibility to his case I sometimes left for someone of his house, and

even some of his close friends to hear the spiritual being’s teachings.4 And of course, at a

given appropriate moment, the spiritual being in charge of the transmission (i.e., my

brothers and I  one of them today a successful medical doctor, the other a genius who

died much earlier) simply interrupted the transmission warning, Candide that that would be

the last time that we, the higher beings could tolerate him for not following the commands,

a warning that, of course, was never fulfilled!

“Cassiopaen” transmissions happened for more than three months, until the day that

Candide’s nephew, my spy, fought with one of my brothers and decided to tell the story of

the spiritual beings to Candide. He became very furious, even more so, because he

immediately became the joke of the city.

I and my brothers were waiting for a severe punishment from our father, but that time he

only said: I already knew from the beginning who were the spiritual Cassiopean beings, and I

must say that I had a lot of fun with your ingenuity, so you and your brothers are not going

to be punished, but please, use your ingenuity to help people instead of delude people.

If you think that the story just end at this point you are mistaken, for it happened that the

radio in my home started speaking with me; and this time the beings identified themselves

2
Whose father was a Baptist clergyman and abhorred the spiritualist belief of Candide.

3
Yes, believe it or not, I used the term superluminal signal when I was 13 years old after reading some of the

books of my father’s library, the more important, one by astronomer Camille Flammarion titled Lumen
(1867) where he anticipated clearly the notion of spacetime and other called Transcendental Physics,
written by astronomer Johann Carl Friderich Zöllner (1880) from where it becomes clear (at least to me) that
space has many more dimensions than the three perceived ones by minds in the awaked state.
4

Sometimes we even directed the amazing unidirectional antenna (installed on the roof of my house) to
some other neighborhoods houses for brief moments, so that other people could confirm that they were
receiving strange signals.
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as the real Cassiopaeans (us in the future5). I could even put questions to them using my

radio transmitter coupled to a device that I constructed under their instructions and tuned

in a very specific frequency, which I will not disclose yet. I received a lot of very puzzled

information6 and many predictions. One of them was that in the years of 2011-20127, I

was to discover the real face of a couple who used their “saint name” to scam people and

that they founded a sect (cult) which they presented as a new religion: “the fellowship of

the cosmic mind”.8

Of course, it happened that I have been introduced to a singular couple (Laura and

Arkadiusz Jadczyk) in 2005 in a conference in Toulouse. We already exchanged some emails,

since Ark(diusz) a bright mathematical physicist was very much interested in some papers

that I wrote from 1996-2001 about superluminal wave motion. Soon, I learned that Laura

claimed that she was receiving channelled messages from the Cassiopaeans. I investigated

those messages and discovered that almost all were no more than trivialities and nonsense;

only a few had some new nice ideas (but see footnote 7 below). The messages “received” by

Laura were definitively very different from the ones that I received when I was a boy.9 At

that that time (2005), the couple had not established yet the “fellowship of the cosmic

mind”, and so I had no suspicious about their interests and real business. For some years I

discussed some hard mathematical physics problems with Ark and even invited him at the

beginning of 2010 to become a member of the editorial board of Advances of Applied

Clifford Algebras, a Birkhäuser-Springer journal, where I am since that time, the Editor-in-

Chief.10 But during all these years I never discussed with the couple what I thought about

their “Cassiopaean” experiment, and I never told them about my 1959-1960 experiment.

In 2011, I suggested to the board of Telesio-Galilei Academy of Science (where I am

presently the Chairman) that Professor Arkadiusz Jadczyk should be nominated for one of its

2012 gold medals in a ceremony to be held at the Paul Sabatier University in Toulouse,

where Professor Jadczyk was a guest professor at Center C.A.I.ROS.11 Almost at the same

5
At that time I did not know if they mean to be living in the future our time or simply that some day we

were going to be have a development status as them. Now, I know that the idea of the unidirectional
antennas, the superluminal signals, etc., were all ideas transmitted to my mind by the Cassiopaeans.
6

Some of the information I could not decipher until now...
7

Do not be afraid, the real Cassiopaens did not predict that our world will end in 2012.
8

Of course, a better name is for their cult is: “fellowship of the comic mind”. You will agree with me if you
spent some of your time in reading their teachings. I am quite sure you will burst in laugher
9

By the way I have more than 1200 written pages with the notes that I took during the very hot summer
1959-1960 from the real Cassiopaean transmissions.
10

Ark even published in AACA a paper about the theory of kairons, a possible mechanism (looks consistent
at first sight from the mathematical point of view) for presumable Cassiopaean transmissions from the
future.

11
Clifford Algebras International Research Open Studies (http://www.icca7.ups-tlse.fr/cairos.htm)
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time, I learned that the couple founded a new religion, the “fellowship of the cosmic mind”

(thus realizing one of the 1959-1960 real Cassiopaean predictions) and that they were being

investigated (due to their particular business) by the French police. The TGA board received

classified information that Professor Arkadiusz could not receive any homage at Paul

Sabatier University and nor at any French university while he remained under police

investigation. The board, of course decided to not give any medal to Professor Arkadiusz in

2012, so that the ceremony in Toulouse would not be cancelled, and eventually to award a

gold medal in 2013, believing that the police investigations would show that the couple

were innocent of all (serious) accusations.12 The TGA board (and particularly its chairman)

was ‘certain’ that Professor Jadczyk have been informed of the situation by some of his

peers at Paul Sabatier University.

In particular, I never disclosed the issue to Ark, because I did not want to cause him, nor to

myself, any embarrassment. I still believed, until March 22 that Ark and Laura were simple a

couple of very different people who chose to have a non-standard way of living. But on that

day when Ark did not appear to give a talk at Paul Sabatier University in a meeting in

homage to Professor Artibano Micali (who died on last December 26), I learned that another

of the 1959-1960 Cassiopaen predictions would indeed be true. The prediction was that the

couple finally would reveal their real face (a very ugly one indeed) once I disclosed to Ark

the reason why he did not receive the 2012 TGA medal. Immediately after my revelation he

and Laura started to defame TGA, accusing that institution and their board of being a fraud.

Of course, for anyone who does not have a chicken’s mind it is clear that what the couple

are doing is not a simple revenge. They are only using the medal case in order to make their

credulous followers (who finance their comfortable life in a 14 bedroom chateau in

Castelsarrasin (near Toulouse) to forget, for a while only, the police investigations on their

“fellowship of the cosmic mind fraud”.13

To sum up, let me state: Ark is a good mathematical physicist, but whose bad character

finally showed up. His words do not correspond to his acts; he is, unfortunately, a fraud. I

will not even begin comment on Laura.

And in end, one of these days I will reveal to the world all the information I received from

the real Cassiopaeans, and of course, with my information, maybe someone will create a

new religion (or cult) and make a lot of money. After all, the number of idiots on the planet

Earth will continue to grow, and I am quite sure that many of them will believe in my story

without any proof, in the same way that many accept today (of course while paying money)

the teachings of Ark and Laura.

12
On this issue you can browse in the internet and form your own opinion.

13
See e.g., http://scam.com/showthread.php?t=136623
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Note added in April 14 2012:

In the infamous couple websites http://cassiopaea.org/forum/index.php and
http://www.sott.net/articles/show/244011 they are slandering Paul Sabatier University,

Pierre Anglès , myself and mainly Francesco Fucilla, the founder father of TGA and anyone
associated with him. They accuse without any valid proof that Francesco Fucilla is a scam
man that has fooled the shareholders of his many enterprises. However to any lucid reader
of the infamous couple websites a question will come to mind:

Why in two weeks of continuous slandering and with the claiming by the couple that the
issue has read 10793 times in websites http://cassiopaea.org/forum/index.php, not a single
shareholder of any of the Fucilla’s companies appeared to affirm that he has been fooled?

Instead, a lucid reader, will learn that some shareholders of Fucilla’s companies posted at
websites http://cassiopaea.org/forum/index.php affidavits concerning Fucilla’s honest
conduct.

Those facts, I think endorse the hypothesis first present in the main text, when I originally
wrote the satire. But now, it seems that the main target of the coupe is a political one.

By charging Paul Sabatier University of being involved in a scientific fraud they want to
create a scandalous in a time when French elections are coming on. I am sure that they will
not succeed and I hope that the couple will end their remaining days in the place they merit
to be, in jail.

http://cassiopaea.org/forum/index.php
http://www.sott.net/articles/show/244011
http://cassiopaea.org/forum/index.php
http://cassiopaea.org/forum/index.php

